Contextuality is a key resource in quantum information and the device-independent security of quantum algorithms. In this work, we show that the recently developed, operational Mermin non-locality arguments of [9] provide a large, novel family of quantum realisable All-vs-Nothing models [1] . In particular, they result in a diverse wealth of quantum realisable models which are maximally contextual (i.e. lie on the faces of the no-signalling polytope with no local elements), and could be used as a resource for the security of a new class of quantum secret sharing algorithms.
Introduction
Ever since Bell's original work [5] , contextuality has evolved from spooky phenomenon to fundamental feature of quantum mechanics, with applications to device-independent quantum security [4] [10] and a recently proposed role in quantum speed-up [11] . Contrary to non-locality, which has many inequivalent definitions in the different communities, contextuality comes with a reasonably standard definition in terms of measurement contexts and probability distributions on outcomes (known as empirical models), and is rigorously captured by the sheaf-theoretic framework introduced in [2] .
Of the many non-locality arguments that followed Bell's, Mermin's non-locality argument [15] stands out for its elegance and simplicity, and its N -partite generalisations can be directly translated into a family quantum secret sharing protocols known as HBB CQ [14] [13]. Mermin's original non-locality argument is based on a system of equations, each admitting a solution in Z 2 but without a global solution: the probabilities don't play any role in the argument, which admits a purely possibilistic treatment. The formulation in terms of equations directly implies a much stronger form of contextuality, and can be generalised to a large class of possibilistic contextuality arguments known as All-vs-Nothing models [1] . There is considerable interest in quantum realisable All-vs-Nothing models (like the one from Mermin's original argument) because all such models would automatically be maximally contextual, lying on a face of the no-signalling polytope.
The traditional linear-algebraic formulation of quantum mechanics makes it hard to isolate and understand the operational building blocks that lead to quantum advantage in quantum information and computation, as well as non-classicality in quantum foundations. The framework of Categorical Quantum Mechanics [3] has been developed throughout the years to provide a concrete, hands-on language that describes many fundamental structures involved in the theory and applications of quantum mechanics. Mermin's original non-locality argument was formalised in this language by [6] , unearthing a novel connection between contextuality in Mermin's argument and the structure of phase groups in quantum mechanics, and a treatment of the HBB CQ protocols appears in [16] .
A complete characterisation of Mermin non-locality in terms of phase groups recently appeared in [9] , leading to a large class of contextuality arguments generalising Mermin's original argument. Instead of Mermin argument then proceeds as follows. While the joint measurement outcomes are probabilistic, the Z 2 sum of the outcomes turns out to be deterministic, yielding the following system of equations:
If there was a non-contextual assignment of outcomes for all measurements (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , Y 1 , Y 2 and Y 3 ), i.e. if there existed a non-contextual hidden variable model, then the system of equations 2.1 would have a solution in Z 2 , and in particular it would have to be consistent. However, the sum of the left hand sides yields 0 in
while the sum of the right hand sides yields 0 ⊕ 1 ⊕ 1 ⊕ 1 = 3 = 1 in Z 2 . This shows the system to be inconsistent. Equivalently, one could observe that the sum of the LHS from 2.2 can equivalently be written as 2(Y 1 ⊕ Y 2 ⊕ Y 3 ), and that the inconsistency of the system of equations is witnessed by the fact that the equation 2y = 1 has no solution in Z 2 . This latter point of view is the key to the operational generalisation of Mermin non-locality, while the All-vs-Nothing generalisation has its focus on inconsistent systems of equations.
The role of phases in Mermin's argument
To understand the role played by the equation 2y = 1 in the original Mermin argument, we take a step back. First of all, we observe that the single-qubit Pauli Y measurement can be equivalently obtained as a single-qubit Pauli X measurement preceded by an appropriate unitary. A single-qubit phase gate, in the computational basis (single-qubit Pauli Z observable), is a unitary transformation in the following form:
where we used the fact that global phases are irrelevant to set the first diagonal element to 1. Then measuring in the single-qubit Y observable is equivalent to first applying the single-qubit phase gate P π 2 and then measuring in the single-qubit Pauli X observable.
Because they pairwise commute, phase gates come with a natural abelian group structure given by composition, resulting in an isomorphism α → P α between them and the abelian group R/(2πZ) (isomorphic to the circle group S 1 ). Of all the phase gates, P 0 (the identity element of the group) and P π stand out because of their well-defined action on the eigenstates of the single-qubit Pauli X observable:
If we see |± as the subgroup {0, π} < R/(2πZ) (corresponding to {±1} < S 1 in the circle group), then Equation 2.4 looks a lot like the regular action of {0, π} on itself. This is not a coincidence. Each phase gate P α can be (faithfully) associated the unique phase state |α := |z 0 + e iα |z 1 obtained from its diagonal, and these phase states can be abstractly characterised in terms of the single-qubit Pauli Z observable, with no reference to phase gates (see the next section for the characterisation of phase states). The phase states inherit the abelian group structure of the phase gates, and their regular action coincides with the action of the group of phase gates on them. In particular, the phase gates P 0 and P π have the eigenstates of the single-qubit Pauli X observable as their associated phase states |0 = |+ and |π = |− , endowing the outcomes of single-qubit Pauli X measurements with the natural Z 2 abelian group structure arising 4 from the inclusion {0, π} < R/(2πZ). We will refer to the group of phase states as the group of Z-phases, and to the subgroup {0, π} as the subgroup of X-classical points, which we will also use to label the corresponding measurement outcomes for the single-qubit Pauli X observable. We now show how to re-construct Mermin's argument from the following statement: the equation 2y = π has no solution in the subgroup {0, π} < R/(2πZ) of X-classical points, but has a solution y = π 2 (corresponding to y = e i π 2 = +i in the circle group) in the group R/(2πZ) of Z-phases.
The GHZ state used in Mermin's argument has a special property, due to strong complementarity, when it comes to phase gates followed by measurements in the single-qubit Pauli X observable. [6] Lemma 2.1. If α j ∈ R/(2πZ), denote by X αj j the measurement (outcome) on qubit j obtained by first applying phase gate P αj and then measuring in the single-qubit Pauli X observable. If
In the particular case of X j := X 0 j and Y j := X π 2 j , we obtain the system of equations from 2.1, where now ⊕ is the sum in the abelian group {0, π} < R/(2πZ), instead of the original Z 2 :
Now back to the equation 2y = π, which has solution y = π 2 in R/(2πZ), but no solution in {0, π}. Consider an N -partite GHZ state (with N ≥ 2), the measurement X
N and its N − 1 non-trivial cyclic permutations. This yields the following generalised system of equations, where all the right hand sides are π because we chose phase gates based on the solution y = π 2 in R/(2πZ) to the equation 2y = π:
Adding up (in the abelian group R/(2πZ)) all left hand sides gives the following equation:
where we defined y := X π 2
N . Taking N = 1 (mod k), where k = 2 is the exponent of the group Z 2 , makes the right hand side of 2.7 into N π = π; the smallest such N ≥ 2 is N = 3, yielding a 3-partite GHZ state. Adding the left hand side of Equation 2.7 to (k − (N − 2)) X Then the following system of equations, the same system from 2.1 but with phase gate notation, can be seen to be inconsistent by adding up the three variations as R/(2πZ) equations, then adding 2 − (3 − 2) = 1 (an integer) times the control (an R/(2πZ) equation) and obtaining the R/(2πZ) equation 2y = π, which has no solution in the subgroup {0, π} of X-classical points and thus excludes non-contextual hidden variable models:
We just saw how phase gates, with their role in measurements of the GHZ state, allowed us to reconstruct the Mermin argument from the fact that the equation 2y = π has solutions in the group of Z-phases, allowing the argument to be formulated, but not in the subgroup X-classical points, disallowing the existence of a non-contextual hidden variable model. In the next section we generalise this technique to arbitrary pairs of strongly complementary observables (generalising single-qubit Pauli Z and Pauli X), in arbitrary †-symmetric monoidal categories (henceforth †-SMCs, generalising finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces).
From Hilbert spaces to modules of semirings
In [6] the original Mermin non-locality argument from the previous section is formalised in the context of Categorical Quantum Mechanics by using strong complementarity. In [9] , the argument is fully generalised, and a completely algebraic characterisation of Mermin non-locality, valid in arbitrary †-SMCs, is provided. Here we present the work of [9] in a language closer to the one traditionally used in the study of quantum information.
Instead of the field C of complex numbers, equipped with the involution given by complex conjugation, we will consider the more general case of an involutive commutative semiring R. 5 We will substitute finitedimensional Hilbert spaces and linear maps with finite-dimensional free R-modules (henceforth spaces) and R-linear maps (henceforth morphisms). We will refer to this as a process theory (with superposition).
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Given a basis |x x∈X of states of a space H 7 , every state |ψ of H can be written as follows, for a unique family (ψ x ) x∈X of coefficients in R:
We have a † on states given as follows, where |x x∈X is any orthonormal basis ( * : R → R is the involution):
ψ| is defined to be the map H → R sending any |ϕ to
More in general, given orthonormal bases |x x∈X and |y y∈Y of two free R-modules H and G respectively, any R-linear map U can be written as follows, for a unique family (U x y ) x∈X,y∈Y of coefficients in R:
We have a † on R-linear maps given by:
Finally, the tensor product ⊗ sends free R-modules with bases |x x∈X and |y y∈Y to the free R-module over the basis |x ⊗ |y x∈X,y∈Y .
Remark 2.2. From the point of view of [8] , this is a †-SMC distributively enriched over commutative monoids, where all objects admit some classical structure with enough classical points. In this context, classical structures with enough classical points (and such that the classical points form a finite, normalisable family) always correspond to orthonormal bases. We shall use this language no more for the rest of this paper.
GHZ states
From now on we fix some arbitrary space H and work in a finite orthonormal basis |x x∈X , which we shall refer to as the X observable, or the X basis. We will write d for the cardinality of X. Furthermore, suppose that for some abelian group structure (X, ⊕, 0) on X there are morphisms : H ⊗ H → H and : R → H given by:
14)
The internal monoid ( , ), together with its adjoint, forms what is known as a quasi-special commutative †-Frobenius algebra [8] , which we shall refer to as the Z observable. Although it is not necessarily true that this algebra will have classical points forming a basis, and thus that it can be given the same interpretation as non-degenerate observables in quantum mechanics, we adopt this nomenclature to highlight the fact that the associated GHZ state will play the same role that was played in Mermin's original argument by the GHZ state in the single-qubit Pauli Z basis. As a technical requirement, we will ask for the natural number d to have a multiplicative inverse d −1 as an element of the semiring R. 
The N -partite GHZ state | GHZ N is defined to be the generalised GHZ state at the group element x = 0:
The state in Equation 2.18 is expressed in terms of the X observable, while the GHZ state is traditionally written in the Z observable: how is this new expression related to the traditional one? In the case of finitedimensional Hilbert spaces 9 , the orthogonal basis |z z∈Z associated with our Z observable would take the following form, where Z is the set (abelian group (Z, ·, 1), in fact) of multiplicative characters z : X → S 1 of the abelian group (X, ⊕, 0):
8 But not tensoring. 9 But this can be done in more generality.
By the fundamental theorem of finite abelian groups, we can always write X = j∈J Z nj for some natural numbers (in fact, prime powers) n j : in this case, elements of X can be written as J-indexed vectors, with the j-th component valued in Z nj , and Equation 2.19 takes the more familiar form:
where we have fixed some isomorphism 10 (X, ⊕, 0) ∼ = (Z, ·, 1), bijectively sending y ∈ X to z y ∈ Y . Equation 2.20 can be inverted to obtain write the X basis in terms of the Z basis:
.18 can be written as follows in terms of the Z basis, recovering the traditional definition of GHZ state (generalised from Z 2 to an arbitrary finite abelian group (X, ⊕, 0)):
where we have used the fact that the sum of exponential in square brackets evaluates to d N −1 if y 1 = ... = y N , and vanishes otherwise. In the (X, ⊕, 0) ∼ = Z 2 case of single qubits, we recover the usual formulation of the N -partite GHZ state:
Mermin measurement contexts
We now define phase gates for the Z observable, generalising those of Equation 2.3. A phase state for the Z observable is a state |ψ such that the following holds:
Remark 2.3. In the case of Hilbert spaces, the orthogonal Z basis |z z∈Z satisfies:
Using points (i) and (ii) above, we obtain the following equation characterising any phase state |ψ :
Point (iii) allows us to conclude that phase states are exactly those in the form |ψ = d z c z |z , with unimodular c z coefficients (i.e. c ⋆ z c z = 1) for all z ∈ Z. 10 We can because every finite group is isomorphic to its Pontryagin dual, but our choice of iso is, in general, non-canonical.
Finally, we can use phase states |ψ to define phase gates for the Z observable:
These will again form an abelian group under composition, and the set P of phase states will inherit this group structure. Using associativity of , it is immediate to see that the group operation and unit on the phase states are given by and respectively: we will refer to this group as the group of Z-phases, and denote is by (P, ⊕, 0). Furthermore, the elements of the X basis can be easily checked to be Z phase states, and they also form group under with unit : we will refer to the subgroup of (P, ⊕, 0) given by the elements of the X basis as the subgroup of X-classical points, and denote it by (K, ⊕, 0).
In order to introduce measurements, we have to move from pure states to the mixed state framework. This is a straightforward generalisation of the Hilbert space formalism, where mixed states in H are self-adjoint operators ρ : H → H, possibly positive and possibly with unit trace:
for all pure states ψ of H and some b ψ ∈ R (not necessarily unique). This requirement can be omitted if positivity of mixed states is not a desideratum, e.g. in theories admitting signed probabilities.
(iii) ρ has unit trace (i.e. is normalised) if x ρ x x = 1. This requirement can be omitted if normalisation of mixed states is not a desideratum.
As usual, pure states |ψ can be identified with the 1-dimensional projectors:
The measurement/decoherence in the X observable can then be defined as the following linear transformation of mixed states, eliminating non-diagonal elements in the X basis:
Like in the Hilbert space case, measurement in the X observable of a positive normalised mixed state ρ always results in a convex combination 11 of eigenstates of the X observable, and can thus be interpreted as a probabilistic mixture.
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Given a family (α
of Z-phases, we define the associated Mermin measurement context of the N -partite GHZ state, which we denote by
, as follows:
1. Phase gates P αi are applied locally to the N component systems:
2. The resulting state |ψ is measured locally in the X observable:
In that case, (ρ x x ) x∈X is a family of positive elements which sums to 1 12 Where probabilities are certain positive elements of the semiring R, and coincide with [0, 1] in the case R = C.
The following Lemma [6] allows us us to recast the outcomes of a Mermin measurement context as the outcomes of measurement in the X observable of some appropriate generalised GHZ state.
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Lemma 2.4. Let |α 1 , ..., |α N be phase states for the Z observable, and suppose 
.28 expresses the joint outcomes
as a mixture of X-classical points, and Equation 2.17, together with Lemma 2.4, can be used to explicitly compute the coefficients 14 of each state in the mixture:
to normalisable to a positive unit trace mixed-state, which can in turn be interpreted as a probabilistic mixture of X-classical points, the following two requirements must hold:
(a) the size d must be invertible (which we already required), and positive, i.e. d = b ⋆ b for some b (so that dividing by its inverse turns positive elements into positive elements). This is merely a technical requirement, to ensure that the coefficients in the normalised sum are positive: it can be avoided if positivity is not a desideratum (e.g. in theories admitting signed probabilities).
. This is a physical requirement, without which the Mermin argument measurement context will fail to be realisable.
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If both requirements above hold, then the Mermin measurement context will result in the following probabilistic combination of X-classical points (note that Equation 2.32 takes the form of a possibilistic combination):
Remark 2.5. A fundamental observation behind the Mermin argument is that the intrinsically non-deterministic outcomes (for N ≥ 2) of any Mermin measurement context can be turned into a (interesting) deterministic outcome by applying a suitable, classical group homomorphism to them. In particular, consider the following deterministic function of X-classical points:
Then the group homomorphism f : K N → K applied to the probabilistic mixture
of X-classical points yields the following deterministic X-classical outcome: 13 In fact, GHZ states can be further generalised from X-classical points to arbitrary Z-phases, and the result still holds. 14 Positive, since 1 = 1 ⋆ 1. 15 The process is "impossible" in the given theory, i.e. it doesn't return any outcomes. 16 An analogous argument holds for the possibilistic version if we use the operation of the semiring of booleans instead of the operation of the semiring R.
Equations 2.32 and 2.33 show that the outcomes of a Mermin measurement context
are entirely characterised 17 by the solutions (x 1 , ..., x N ) ∈ K N to the following equation:
In order to keep track of both the system and the Z-phase associated to the system in the Mermin measurement, we will adopt the following notation, generalising the one we previously used in 2.8:
Operational Mermin non-locality arguments
Now assume that we have a Z-module equation in the following form, with a ∈ K (i.e. valued in K) and admitting some solution y r := β r in the group P of Z-phases:
n r y r = a (2.38)
Let k be the exponent of K, pick some N ≥ M r=1 n r such that N = 1 (mod k) and define:
n r (2.39)
For i = 1, ..., N define Z-phases α i ∈ P as follows:
(ii) Define a function R : {1, ..., N } → {0, ..., M } by:
Now we consider the following Mermin measurement scenario S, consisting of one control and N variations:
The N +1 Mermin measurement contexts above can each be realised in our generalised framework: the result of applying these measurement contexts to N + 1 distinct GHZ states can be modelled by tensor product, resulting in the following N (N + 1)-partite mixture of X-classical points:
Now assume that the following deterministic function f of X-classical points can be realised as a morphism in our generalised framework:
By applying this f S to the mixture ρ S of Equation 2.42, and using Remark 2.5, we obtain a single deterministic outcome (where we used the fact that N = 1 (mod k)):
Now that we have shown how to realise a generalised scenario, we can tackle the question of locality. Proof. We only sketch the main points; the detailed proof can be found in [9] .
(i) Suppose that ρ S admits a X-classical probabilistic non-contextual hidden variable model:
where we have defined: Because f S is a deterministic function of X-classical points, and a group homomorphism K N (N +1) → K, Equation 2.44 implies that, for each t = 1, ..., T , we have:
(ii) In the other direction, assume that there is a solution (y r := b r ) R r=1 in K to Equation 2.38. Then, by using this solution together with Lemma 2.4, a local hidden variable model for ρ S can be obtained as follows:
This method can be generalised from an individual equation in the form of 2.38 to systems of Z-module equations, constructing a Mermin measurement scenario S sys = ⊗ j S eqnj for the system by considering independent Mermin measurement scenarios S eqnj for each equation. This leads us to the following algebraic characterisation of Mermin non-locality. [9] Theorem 2.7. A process theory is Mermin non-local, i.e. it admits an operational Mermin non-locality argument, if and only if for (i) some space H, (ii) some basis X on H, and (ii) some group structure on the X basis realised by some structure Z, we have that the group (P, ⊕, 0) of Z-phases is an algebraically non-trivial extension of the subgroup (K, ⊕, 0) of X-classical points, i.e. that there is some system S of Z-module equations valued in K which has solutions in P but not in K.
For example, qubit stabiliser quantum mechanics is Mermin non-local, because it is possible to formulate the original Mermin non-locality argument in it: the group {0, to the equation 2y = π, which has no solution in the subgroup {0, π} ∼ = Z 2 of X-classical points. On the other hand, the process theory given by finite-sets and relations between them 19 , a model for non-deterministic classical computation, is Mermin local: all Z-phase groups are in the form P = K × H for some abelian group H, and thus any solution in P to a system of equations valued in K can be projected to a solution in K. This holds true in the more general case where the X structure does not yield a basis. 
Quantum realisability
Potentially, there are a lot of possible combinations (P, K) of Z-phase groups P and subgroups K of Xclassical points: it is possible to construct toy theories yielding any individual pair (but we will not do so here). However, the only features of the abelian group P required by the argument are that:
(i) P contains the subgroup K of X-classical points (ii) P contains the Z-phases involved in the solution to the system of equations As a consequence, any process theory providing a phase group satisfying points (i) and (ii) above will allow for a realisation of the argument. The problem of realisability of an operational Mermin non-locality argument in some given process theory can then be formulated as follows:
Given finite abelian group K and a finite consistent system S of K-valued Z-module equations with no solutions in K, are there appropriate X basis and Z structure (on some system H in the given process theory), such that K is isomorphic to the subgroup of X-classical points, and the group P of Z-phases contains a solution to S?
In the framework above, operational Mermin non-locality arguments can be formulated in any process theory with a suitable strong complementary pair. In particular, a large family of arguments can be formulated in the category fdHilb, and we shall refer to these arguments as quantum realisable. Let H be a (d + 1)-dimensional Hilbert space, and |x x∈X be an orthonormal basis on it. Let G = (X, ⊕, 0) be an abelian group structure on X and define the Z structure by:
If we denote by (|j ) j=0,...,d the orthogonal basis associated with the Z structure [7] , then the phase states for the Z structure are exactly the states of H in the following form:
19 Which is a process theory of free modules over the semiring R = {0, 1, ∨, ∧} of the booleans. 20 In the category of sets and relations, almost all pairs (X, Z) of strongly complementary structures do not yield an X basis.
Addition α ⊕ β in the group of Z-phases is done componentwise and modulo 2π, i.e.
(α ⊕ β) j := α j + β j (mod 2π) (2.50)
Since quantum states are identified up to global scalars, it is traditional to set α 0 = 0. Under this identification, the abelian group of Z-phases forms a d-dimensional torus (
, with the abelian group G of X-classical points as a subgroup of order d + 1.
Theorem 2.8 (Quantum realisability)
. Let H be a (d+1)-dimensional Hilbert space, with d ≥ 0, and |x x∈X any orthonormal basis on it. We will refer to the associated classical structure as the X structure, and to the elements of the basis as X-classical points. Let G = (X, ⊕, 0) be a finite abelian group of order d + 1, and consider some consistent system S of G-valued Z-module equations with no solution in G:
Then there exists a quasi-special commutative †-Frobenius algebra, which we will refer to as the Z structure, such that the following is true:
(i) the X and Z structures are strongly complementary, so that the X basis forms a subgroup of the abelian group P of Z phases.
(ii) the subgroup K of X-classical points is isomorphic to G.
(iii) the consistent system S admits a solution (y r := β r ) M r=1 in the group P of Z phases. Proof. Take the Z structure to be the unique quasi-special commutative †-Frobenius algebra such that points (i) and (ii) above hold [8] [12] . We are now looking for Z-phases β
. . . where we have adapted notation to accommodate the fact that both the Z-phases β (r) and the X-classical points a (s) are points of the torus
which can be written as d-dimensional vectors with coordinates in S
d is equivalent to solving the following d independent systems, one for each j = 1, ..., d, in
We apply Gaussian elimination (see section A in the Appendix) to solve each of the d systems in S 1 (any solution will do), and obtain our Z-phases as the corresponding points
Corollary 2.9. All operational Mermin non-locality arguments are quantum realisable.
The second part of this paper presents the work of [1] on All-vs-Nothing arguments, a different generalisation of the original Mermin non-locality argument, and clarifies its relationship with the operational Mermin nonlocality presented in the first part. The sheaf-theoretic contextuality framework is reviewed, and Mermin's original argument is rephrased within it. The framework of All-vs-Nothing arguments is then introduced. Finally, operational Mermin non-locality arguments are shown to provide an infinite non-collapsing hierarchy (over the finite rings Z n ) of quantum realisable All-vs-Nothing arguments.
Sheaf-theoretic contextuality
In this section, we summarise the basic framework of sheaf-theoretic contextuality by [2] . We begin by considering a finite set X of measurements; in the abstract framework this is just a set, but from the point of view of realisable non-locality scenarios these are measurements of some state |ψ in some space H. For example, if |ψ = | GHZ 3 is a 3-qubit GHZ state in the single-qubit Pauli Z basis, then the measurements involved in the original Mermin argument form the following six element set:
where X j /Y j are measurements in the single-qubit Pauli X/Y observables on the j-th qubit. More in general, for measurements of N -partite states, where party j has access to a finite measurement set M j and all parties choose their measurements independently, one obtains the disjoint union X = ⊔ N j=1 M j . The disjoint union preserves information about which party each measurement is associated to, so we will adopt the notation m j for generic elements of X , where m is the measurement and j is the party.
Each measurement m j ∈ M j comes with a set O m j of outcomes: if U ⊆ X is a subset of measurements, then the family of all potential joint outcomes takes the form:
A fundamental feature of quantum mechanics is that not all measurements are compatible, so we shouldn't expect joint outcomes to play a role for sets U containing incompatible measurements. From an abstract point of view, this is captured in the sheaf-theoretic framework by specifying a set M of measurement contexts, sets C ⊆ X of measurements which are mutually compatible (and therefore have a well-defined notion of joint outcome). One need not specify all sets of mutually compatible outcomes as measurement contexts, but only those which are needed by a specific non-locality argument; for example, the measurement contexts involved in Mermin's original non-locality argument are:
The set P(X ) of all possible subsets U of the finite set X is a poset (and therefore a poset category) under inclusion V ⊆ U of subsets. We can define a functor E : P(X ) op → Set, i.e. a presheaf, by setting: 
which sends a section s over U (or U -section):
to its restriction s| V to a section over V :
Furthermore, P(X ) is a locale, the locale of open sets for X endowed with the discrete topology. The locale structure defines local covers for any U ∈ P(X ) as the families (U i ) i∈I such that ∪ i∈I U i = U . A global cover for P(X ) is a local cover of X , and from now on we will require the set M of measurement contexts to be a global cover of X , i.e. ∪ C∈M C = X . Since P(X ) is a locale, one can define a notion of sheaf on it. Let F : P(X ) op → Set be any presheaf. If (U i ) i∈I is a local cover of some U ∈ P(X ), then a compatible family of elements of F indexed by (U i ) i∈I is a family (s i ∈ F [U i ]) i∈I such that:
In particular, if s ∈ F [U ] then letting
for all i ∈ I defines a compatible family. The presheaf F is then a sheaf on the locale P(X ) if it satisfies the following gluing condition:
Because it is defined in terms of sections, the presheaf E is in fact a sheaf on the locale P(X ), and we shall refer to it as the sheaf of events. Indeed, consider a family (U i ) i∈I of subsets of X (a local cover of U := ∪ i∈I U i ), and a compatible family (s i ∈ E[U i ]) i∈I of sections:
i.e. we have that s i (m i ) = s j (m ′ j ) whenever m i = m ′ j for some m i ∈ U i and m ′ j ∈ U j . Then there exists a unique gluing s ∈ E[U ] such that for all i ∈ I we have s| Ui = s i :
We are now in possession of all the ingredients of a measurement scenario, encoded by the pair (E, M), and it's time to introduce probabilities. In quantum mechanics, probabilities take values in the commutative semiring R = (R + , +, 0, ·, 1) of the non-negative reals, and in fact they traditionally fall within the interval [0, 1], a consequence in R of the requirement that probabilities add up to 1. In other circumstances, one may be interested in the possibilities associated with events, living in the commutative semiring B = ({0, 1}, ∨, 0, ∧, 1) of the booleans. In the sheaf-theoretic treatment of contextuality, one works with an arbitrary commutative semiring R = (|R|, +, 0, ·, 1). Given a set U , an R-distribution on U is a function d : U → R which has finite support supp(d) := {s ∈ U | d(s) = 0} and such that:
One can define a functor D R : Set → Set by setting:
to be the following function:
Composing this functor with the sheaf of events we obtain the presheaf of distributions D R E : P(X ) op → Set, sending each set U of measurements to the set D R E[U ] of distributions on U -sections, and acting as marginalisation of distributions on the inclusions V ⊆ U :
We will refer to d| V as the marginal of d since, when the notation is expanded a bit, it takes the following, more familiar form:
In quantum mechanics, if C is a set of compatible measurements on some state |ψ , then there is a probability
on the joint outcomes of the measurements, and the typical contextuality argument involves showing that the probability distributions on different contexts cannot be obtained, in a no-signalling scenario, as marginals of some non-contextual hidden variable. In the sheaf-theoretic framework, a (nosignalling) empirical model is defined to be a compatible family of distributions (e C ) C∈M for the global cover M of measurement contexts; the usual no-signalling property is shown in [2] to be a special case of the compatibility condition. A global section for an empirical model
over the joint outcomes of all measurements which marginalises to the distributions specified by the empirical model:
d| C = e C for all C ∈ M (3.14)
The fundamental observation behind the sheaf-theoretic framework is that the existence of a global section for an empirical model is equivalent to the existence of a non-contextual hidden variable model: we will say that an empirical model (e C ) C∈M is contextual if it doesn't admit a global section. Contextuality of probabilistic models is interesting in itself, but more refined notions can be obtained by relating R + to two other semirings: the reals, modelling signed probabilities, and the booleans, modelling possibilities. Observe that the construction D R is functorial in R: if r : R → R ′ is a morphism of semirings, then for any fixed set U we can define:
In particular, there is an injective morphism of semirings i + : R + ֒→ R sending x ∈ R + to +x ∈ R and a surjective morphism of semirings p : R + → B sending 0 → 0 and x = 0 → 1. If (e C ) C∈M is a probabilistic empirical model, i.e. one in the semiring R + , then (e C ) C∈M can be seen as an empirical model (i + • e C ) C∈M in the semiring R: regardless of whether (e C ) C∈M was contextual or not over R + , it can be shown [2] that over the reals it always admits a global section.
On the other hand, any probabilistic empirical model (e C ) C∈M can be assigned a corresponding possibilistic empirical model (p • e C ) C∈M in the semiring B of the booleans (and each boolean function p • e C can equivalently be seen as the characteristic function of the subset supp(e C ) ⊆ E[C]). Note that contextuality is a contravariant property with respect to change of semiring: if (e C ) C∈M is an empirical model in a semiring R and r : R → R ′ is a morphism of semiring, then contextuality of (r • e C ) C∈M implies contextuality of (e C ) C∈M (because a global section d of the latter is mapped to a global section r • d of the former). We will say that a probabilistic empirical model (e C ) C∈M is probabilistically non-extendable if it is contextual, and possibilistically non-extendable if the corresponding possibilistic model (p • e C ) C∈M is contextual: because of contravariance, possibilistic non-extandability implies probabilistic non-extendability. Furthermore, the opposite is not true: the Bell model given in [2] is probabilistically non-extendable but not possibilistically non-extendable.
Seeing d| C e C for all C ∈ M (3.17)
We say that a possibilistic empirical model (e C ) C∈M is strongly contextual iff there is no distribution d ∈ D B E[X ] such that Equation 3.17 holds. In particular, the GHZ model given in [2] , corresponding to Mermin's original non-locality argument, is strongly contextual. Because of Equation 3.16, strong contextuality implies contextuality, but the opposite is not true: the possibilistic Hardy model give in [2] is contextual, but not strongly contextual. We will say that a probabilistic empirical model is strongly contextual iff the associated possibilistic empirical model is, and this defines the following (strict) hierarchy of notions of contextuality for probabilistic empirical models:
probabilistically non-extendable ⇐ possibilistically non-extendable ⇐ strongly contextual (3.18)
.17 form a (possibly empty) lattice, and thus a probabilistic empirical model is strongly contextual iff the following set is empty:
For a possibilistic (no-signalling) empirical model (e C ) C∈M , we can define [1] a support subpresheaf S ⊆ E by setting: 
Mermin's original non-locality argument
In this section, we will re-cast Mermin's original non-locality argument into a probabilistic empirical model. We then examine the associated possibilistic empirical model and give an explicit, group-theoretic proof of strong contextuality (other, more general proofs already appeared in [2] and [1] , but it is instructive to give an explicit one for the original case).
As mentioned in the previous section, the set of measurements for Mermin's non-locality argument is given as follows:
and the global cover M is given by the following measurement contexts:
Because the measurement Y j can be equivalently be obtained by applying a phase gate and then measuring in X j , we will assume all outcomes to be valued in the group Z 2 , and define the sheaf of events as:
In particular, for each measurement context C we have
The probabilistic empirical model (e C ) C∈M arising from Mermin's original non-locality argument can then be written as follows:
The associated possibilistic empirical model (p • e C ) C∈M can be written as follows:
The subpresheaf S ⊆ E associated to (e C ) C∈M takes the following values on the cover:
where we have labelled the elements as b 
would provide a solution to the following (inconsistent) system of equations:
Therefore the empirical model arising from Mermin's non-locality argument is strongly contextual.
All-vs-Nothing arguments
The fundamental observation behind the generalised All-vs-Nothing arguments of [1] is that strong contextuality of Mermin's original non-locality argument follows straightforwardly from the existence of the system of Z 2 equations 3.29 which has no global solution (corresponding to S[X ] = ∅), but where each equation admits a solution (corresponding to S[C] = ∅ for all measurement contexts C). In this section we summarise the basic framework of All-vs-Nothing arguments from [1] , taking the liberty of slightly generalising the definitions therein from rings to modules over rings.
Let R be some ring. Note that, in this section, R will no more denote the semiring over which distributions are taken (which is fixed to B), but will be some commutative ring with unit; we will denote by + the addition in the ring R, and by ⊕ the addition in R-modules. If G is some R-module, we will define an R-linear equation valued in G to be a triple φ = (C, n, b) where:
(i) C is some finite set, and we define index(φ) := C where we denoted n m := n(m) and s m := s(m). Any set W of assignments C → G can be associated its corresponding set T R (W ) of satisfied equations, which is itself an R-module:
Let (e C ) C∈M be a possibilistic empirical model for a measurement scenario (E, M), such that all measurements have the same R-module G as their set of outcomes (for example we had G = Z 2 , a Z-module, for Mermin's original non-locality argument). Let S ⊆ E be the support subpresheaf for the empirical model and define its R-linear theory to be:
We say that the empirical model is All-vs-Nothing with respect to ring R and R-module G, written AvN R,G , iff the R-linear theory admits no solution in G, i.e. iff there exists no global assignment s : X → G such that:
To connect back with the notation in [1], we will simply write AvN R for AvN R,R . It is now straightforward to prove [1] that any model which is AvN R,G for some ring R and some R-module G is strongly contextual: if the model isn't strongly contextual, then there is some global assignment s ∈ S[X ], and this implies s| C ∈ S[C] for all C ∈ M, which in turn implies the desired Equation 3.33 (by appealing to Equation 3.31).
Because every probabilistic empirical model is strongly contextual if and only if it is maximally contextual [2] , i.e. if and only if it lies on a face of the no-signalling polytope, then being AvN R,G is a particularly neat way of proving that a quantum realisable model is maximally contextual, a highly desired property in the field of quantum security.
Operational Mermin non-locality arguments
Now we turn our attention back to the operational Mermin non-locality presented in the first part of this paper. In the setting we presented, scalars have a semiring structure R on them, and therefore they are prima facie compatible with the sheaf-theoretic framework. Consider a generic Mermin measurement scenario, consisting of one control and N variations: n r y r = a ∈ K (3.35)
We assume w.l.o.g. that all a r are distinct and non-zero, and that all n r are non-zero. The set of measurements for this scenario can be written as follows:
and the measurement contexts can be written as follows:
All the individual measurement outcomes are in the X observable, and thus inherit the group structure (K, ⊕, 0). The joint outcomes for the measurement in each context C carry the structure of K C , isomorphic to K N for all C ∈ M. The empirical model (e C ) C∈M can then be written as follows, where "probabilities" are valued in the semiring R of scalars:
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the semiring R admits a morphism p : 
This possibilistic empirical model has the following support subpresheaf S ⊆ E: .35 has no solution in K, then the empirical model is AvN Z,K (where we used the fact that every abelian group is a Z-module). On the other hand, we have seen in the first part of this paper that the empirical model is non-contextual if a solution in K exists, and hence it cannot be AvN Z,K in that case.
The analysis above can be straightforwardly generalised to the case where Equation 3.35 is substituted by a system S of Z-module equations valued in K. As a corollary, operational Mermin non-locality arguments provide a new, infinite family of quantum realisable All-vs-Nothing empirical models.
Corollary 3.2. The operational Mermin non-locality arguments provide an infinite family of quantum realisable AvN Z,K empirical models (e (K,S) C ) C∈M (K,S) , indexed by all finite abelian groups K and all finite systems S of Z-module equations valued in K and admitting no solution in K. Furthermore, all AvN Z,K arguments for some fixed K are equivalently AvN Zq,K for any natural q divisible by the exponent of K. In particular, there are operational Mermin non-locality arguments providing AvN Zp models for all primes p.
Finally, the infinite family of All-vs-Nothing empirical models provided by the previous corollary contains examples of quantum realisable AvN Zp,K models (in fact AvN Zp ) which are not AvN Zn,K ′ for any integer n coprime with p and any Z n -module K ′ , showing that the hierarchy of quantum realisable AvN R,K models over the quotient rings R of Z does not collapse. Theorem 3.3. For each prime p ≥ 3, there is a quantum realisable AvN Zp,K empirical model (and hence also AvN Z,K ; here K = Z p ) which is not AvN Zn,K ′ for any natural n coprime with p and any non-trivial abelian group K ′ with exponent dividing n (in particular, it is not AvN Zq for any prime q = p).
Proof. Consider the following Z-module equation for any prime p ≥ 3, which has no solution in the finite abelian group 24 K = Z p : py = 1 (3.42)
The corresponding 25 operational Mermin non-locality argument gives a quantum realisable empirical model (e C ) C∈M which is AvN Zp , and therefore also AvN Z,Zp ; call its support subpresheaf S, and the associated R-linear theory T Zp (S).
If K ′ is any finite abelian group with exponent dividing 1 < n < p, then K ′ ∼ = L l=1 Z p l for some primes p 1 , ..., p L all distinct from p. The Z-module equation py = 1 then has a solution mod y l for all l, and hence a solution y in K ′ ; consider the global assignment s : X → K ′ given by s 0 := 0 and s ar := y. Since Z p is a field, any two equations φ, φ ′ ∈ S[C] for some C ∈ M are non-zero multiples of each other: In order to compare to an All-vs-Nothing class with respect to a ring Z n incompatible with Z p (no ring homomorphisms exist between the two), we lift T Zp (S) to the integers by seeing K = Z p as a Z-module, and obtain a new set T Z (S) of equations, equivalent to T Zp (S) for assignments over Z p -modules (like K = Z p ): Over the Z-module K ′ , the set T Z (S) always admits a global assignment s : X → K ′ defined above, and hence the empirical model (e C ) C∈M is not AvN Z,K ′ , and in particular not AvN Zn,K ′ . equations unsolvable over K. In particular, they can be used to show that the hierarchy of quantum realisable All-vs-Nothing models over finite fields does not collapse. Because All-vs-Nothing models are maximally contextual, i.e. lie on a face of the no-signalling polytope, operational Mermin non-locality arguments provide a concrete resource for quantum information and security. An interesting future development would be their application to the design of a larger family of quantum secret sharing protocols, generalising the existing HBB CQ. Another open question is the possible generalisation to states different from the GHZ: while a wide generalisation seems unlikely, the W states show enough structural similarities to be promising candidates.
